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Remembering the Holocaust

"...my skin
Bright as a Nazi lampshade."
--Sylvia Plath

This is the chamber I've given myself
for you and your kin
the ones pushed into bodied ravines
buried
methodically
scientifically
but this room has no
shower nozzle to fool me
with gas no
lines to separate me
from my children no
my stomach does the pulling down
sores and bubbles
and then (you are making sure
I remember the German in me
and the Jew)
it burns.

With your talk of atrocity
(gold teeth in my pocket
mountainous piles of shoes
with a pair that were mine)
I must hurt somewhere
so I choose a spot
and nail it.

/ Bob Vance /

"Requiem for a Dream" by
Michigan
Grade ...

a majority of students do not respond to
the question why they should care
why they study
high school history
not present
it seem relevant.
If a more relevant one can be found.

One method of teaching a
Juster's
both of which concepts in the
world.

Through themselves to manipulate
these instructions and learn
student responses to the question with
he is doing
even bother
the teacher is
about why
simply by solving
that remains
the problem of
another all
must, at the
numerical